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That makes existence possible in the
desert.
Here, when the sun is down, and the
river of stars.
Gleams in the desert of space,
I strike the tambourine of my wind
driven words.
Spirit of man, you are welcome here
to rest
While you drink from the well.
I shall leave the tent,
When I myself am gone forth.
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everything. The prominent people took on every honor and managed. by a fair amount of exertion, to be around for all gatherings,
from the dog fights and frosh mill racings to student body meetings.
Not so now. We can hardly comprehend the sudden growing up
the University has undergone. Yesterday it was a school of intensely
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outlook.
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wobbly period of life when its voice broke from
its gait was ungainly and sometimes awkward. It
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The quiver and thud of the rivet guns—■
The soul-shaking jar of the rivet guns—
Fast eats his life away.
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1 bathe the nearest bloom.
For all the rushing rain drops
A violet hasn't room.
labor of many women and men who rolled up their sleeves and gave
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desired job, the desired recreation, the desired society. Having found
them he or slit' must give into that chosen field the very best of energy
and the very best of willing service.
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Onward Sweeps Oregon

THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

Clutching and snarling at the shining
walls,
Hulking in round black pools.

built the
way, the classes who have gone before
field,
for.
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Today it is an institution, with a definite aim and policy. Attainand a
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ing maturity it lias taken unto itself a solid body of tradition
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Shyly looking up.
Its administration may change, its football teams may sulfer defeat, I Your’s the rushing rain drops
That fill me as a cup.
its student body be diminished no matter, the 1 niversity will go
right along
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Autumn’s revelry’s begun;
Tonight 1 will dance the songs of the
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gathered together in such a way that every student here might say As the dies o’er the bur-heads swiftly
play;
quite truthfully that lie knew all things that went on, and had a word While the thundering thump of the
rivet guns—
in all things that went on. That was the time when everyone went out
for

expensive

SONGS OF THE SHIPYARD

peas indeed.

greenish

Exclusive—but not

The punting end of the
game in
which Oregon was doped to lose out,
resulted contrary to expectations, as
two of Gill’s boots were blocked, one
going for an Oregon touchdown, while
all of Chapman’s kicks went for long
gains, with the O. A. C. receiver always downed in his tracks.
The game came out exactly as all
Oregon students knew it would, and
with this clean-cut hard-fought
victory behind us, let’s begin preparing
for the final and crucial clash of the
season, the University of Washington
game

High on the scaffold the riveter stands,
Social engagements and athletics then Where he grasps his die in his thick
gloved hands,
were the ends and aims and the everlasting joys of the chappies and ’Till the
light flares through the rivet
hole—
laddies who got the sheepskins we may get if we stay here five or six
’Till the white steel pokes through the
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Truly, things have changed with
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in school, and all the four corners of interest could be effectually
and

away with a 45 yard ruu’ only to be
downed by the safety, and again in
the last quarter when a fumble gave
them possession of the ball on the Aggie ten yard line, but it was lost on
dow'ns when the Lemon-Yellow failed
to batter through for a touchdown.

The beautiful curved lines of Sonora Cabinets give charac
ter and distinction to their appearance.
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